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The Game - Teams consist of 7 players and the game has four 12 minute quarters.

Time Outs - Each team is permitted three “time outs” per half.  Duration of “time out” - 2 minutes.

  A time out can be called:-

• after a goal

• by a player in possession of the disc

  Following a time out play is restarted by the player who was in possession of the disc from the place

  on the field where the time out was called.

Substitutions - Substitutions can be made after a score or during an injury time out.

Refereeing - The game is self - refereeing. Players are responsible for foul and out calls.

  If the player committing the foul disagrees with the foul call, then the play is re-done.

Starting Play - Each team lines up in front of their end zone line.  The defending team throws the disc to the offence.

Scoring - One point is scored when the offensive team completes a pass in the defence's end zone.

- To restart after a goal the defending team passes to the offence as in "Staring Play" above.

Movement - The disc may be moved in any direction by completing a pass to a teammate.  Throwers have ten

of the disc   seconds to throw the disc.  No player may run with the disc.

Defending - Only one player is permitted to defend the thrower at any one time.

  The following restrictions apply:-

• defender may not straddle the thrower’s pivot foot

• there must be at least one disc’s distance between the defender and thrower

  Once the defender has established a legal defensive position they can initiate the “count” by calling

  “stalling” or “counting”.

Receiving - The receiver completes the catch with sustained contact of a non-spinning disc.

  A player who receives the disc:-

• is permitted the fewest number of steps required to come to a stop and establish a pivot foot

• and if still running must pass the disc prior to the third ground contact after catching the disc

- The receiver has ten seconds to pass the disc.

Change in - When a pass in not completed (e.g. out of bounds, drop, block, interception), the defence immediately

Possession   takes possession of the disc and becomes the offence

  A turnover is awarded If a thrower fails to pass the disc prior to the first utterance of “10”.

  No player is permitted to touch the disc once it is in the hands of a thrower - if the thrower drops the

  disc they call a “strip” violation.  Play continues once thrower picks up disc.

Fouls - Fouls occur when contact is made between players.

• markers making contact with throwers

• receivers making non-incidental contact in the process of catching the pass

  When a foul affects possession the play resumes as if the possession was retained.  If the foul does

  disadvantage a team play continues uninterrupted.

Violations - If a player infringes the rules other than contact fouls, (i.e. illegal defending, not establishing a pivot

  foot) then a player must loudly call “violation”.

Traveling - A traveling violation is called if:-

• lifts all or part of the pivot foot from the ground

• takes more steps than required to stop after receiving a pass

• fails to release the disc after the third ground contact before coming to a complete stop

Double - Only one defender is permitted to mark the thrower - all other defensive players must be 3m from the

Teaming   pivot foot of the thrower.  If the thrower believes they are being “double teamed” they call “double

  teaming’ as a warning - if the defensive team continues they repeat the call and a violation is

  awarded.

Obstruction - No player is  permitted to move into a position which obstructs another player.  If a player is

  obstructed they call “pick”.  Play is stopped and obstruction checked.
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Section 1 - True  /  False

Short Answers
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Answer the following TRUE / FALSE questions by circling the appropriate response.

1. Players may substitute at any time. T  /  F

2. Offense players are not permitted to pass the disc backwards once it crosses

the centre line. T  /  F

3. No player is permitted to run with the disc. T  /  F

4. Once in possession of the disc players have ten seconds to complete their

throw. T  /  F

5. A foul is called if a player screens an opponent. T  /  F

6. If the player committing the foul disagrees with the foul call, the play is redone. T  /  F

7. In ultimate frisbee players are responsible to call their own fouls and out

of bounds. T  /  F

8. Two points are scored if the disc is caught by the offense in the defences

end zone. T  /  F

9. At the start of play the offensive team stands on the centre line and throws

the disc to the  defensive  team who stand in the end zone. T  /  F

10. If the disc goes out of bounds the team who was not in possession

takes the disc immediately and becomes the offense. T  /  F

1. Describe TWO situations which result in a foul being called.

i. __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ii. __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

/ 2

2. (a) Name TWO rules which apply to a defender marking a thrower.

i. __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ii. __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

(b) When can the defender initiate a count?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Marks

  Student Name: ____________________________________________________

  Form: _______________________
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(c) What happens if the thrower hasn’t released the disc before the utterance of the word “ten”?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

/ 4

3. (a) Describe when a “pick” is called by a player.

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

(b) What happens to play if “pick” occurs?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

/ 2

4. Describe the “travel” rules which relate to:-

i. the thrower’s pivot foot ___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ii. a catcher receiving a pass _____________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

iii. catch and pass on the run _____________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

/ 3

5. What is your decision in the following situations:-

i. The disc is caught simultaneously by offensive and defensive players

• Decision ______________________________________________________________________

ii. Contact occurs during the follow through (after the disc has been released)

• Decision ______________________________________________________________________

iii. If the thrower is fouled in the act of throwing and  the pass is completed

• Decision ______________________________________________________________________

iv. A defensive player touches the disc while it is in the hands of the thrower.

• Decision ______________________________________________________________________

v. Thrower calls “double teaming” twice on the players defending.

• Decision ______________________________________________________________________

/ 5

Total Marks

     ( 26 )

Marks
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TRUE / FALSE :

1. F 2.  F 3.  T 4.  T 5.  F

6.  T 7.  T 8.  F 9.  F 10.  T

SHORT ANSWER :

1. FOUL (i)  Markers making contact with a thrower.

(ii)  Receivers making contact trying to catch the disc.

2. DEFENDING (i) - Only one player is permitted to defend the thrower at any one time.

The following restrictions apply:-

• defender may not straddle the thrower’s pivot foot.

• there must be at least one disc’s distance between the defender and thrower.

(ii) - Once the defender has established a legal defensive position they can initiate

the “count” by calling “stalling” or “counting”.

(iii) - A turnover is awarded If a thrower fails to pass the disc prior to the first

utterance of “10”.

3. OBSTRUCTION

(i) - No player is  permitted to move into a position which obstructs another player.

If a player is obstructed they call “pick”.

(ii) - Play is stopped and obstruction checked. The disc stays with the offence.

4. TRAVEL (i) - travel is called if a player lifts all or part of the pivot foot from the ground

(ii) - travel is called if a player takes more steps than normally required to stop after

receiving a pass.

(iii) - for catching and passing on the run travel is called if a player fails to release

the disc after the third ground contact before coming to a complete stop.

5. WHAT’S YOUR DECISION ?

(i) Offense maintain possession.

(ii) Foul  ( or play on if the next catch is completed )

(iii) Play on

(iv) Foul - possession to offensive player

(v) Violation - possession to offensive player
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• Square X X

   X          X

Follow your pass to the next group.

             X         X

        X            X

• Corner Spry

X X X X X Leader feeds each player in turn.

X

• Leader Ball

* Leader passes the disc to the front  player

X X  X  X  X who passes the disc back then bobs down

and so on up the line.

* Last person catches the disc and replaces the

leader.

• Star Drill                                X

One person at each point or groups at each point

and follow your pass.

X X

X

    X
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INDIVIDUAL PRACTICE

• Throwing - throw for accuracy - place four cones to form a 1m square. Attempt to land the disc

  inside the square - vary the distances you throw from.

- throw for distance

- throw the disc "into the wind" and attempt to catch it before it lands.

  Variation - sees how far you can run from the releae point to catch the disc

PARTNER ACTIVITIES

• Throwing & - stand opposite your partner and throw the disc so they can catch it.  See if they can

  Catching   catch it without moving their feet.

- catch pivot and throw

- run opposite each other (5 - 10m apart) down the field throwing and catching the disc

  back & forth - enforce rules related to running with the disc.

- run to position to receive a pass from your partner - establish a pivot foot - partner

  runs to position to receive return pass.

- stand beside your partner 20m from end zone. On partner's call run into the end

  zone to catch a disc thrown by partner.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

>

<

><
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• Keepings - divide class into teams of four and set out four cones to determine playing area.

   off   Teams must pass the disc around completing four successful passes (disc must be

  caught on the full and must not be touched by opponents)  to score a point (normal

  rules apply in relation to disc and player movement and fouls).  Players are

  not permitted to pass the disc back to the player they received it from.  The disc is

  given to the opposing team once a point has been scored. All players must stay

  within the designated area. If the disc goes out or is caught out of the area the disc

  is given to opposing team.
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     ��� distance Throw the disc as far as you can.  Score the following points for the

distances achieved:-

5 m - 1 point 10m - 2 points 15m - 3 points

20m - 4 points 25m - 5 points 30m - 6 points

35m - 7 points 40m - 8 points 45m - 10 points

trial 1 trial 2 trial 3 trial 4 trial 5         total

    ��� accuracy Throw  the disc 15-20m to land in designated sections of

 the end zone.

(Score 1 point each time the disc lands in the designated

 zone)

• Zone � (five trials)

• Zone � (five trials)

• Zone � (five trials)

• Zone � (five trials)

     skill � " catching
     ���  stationaryThrow disc from a distance of 10-20m directly to partner

who catches disc.

(Score 1 point each time the disc is caught successfully)

(five trials)

     ��� moving Throw disc from a distance of 10-20m over partner’s head

who turns and runs to catch disc.

(Score 1 point each time the disc is caught successfully)

(five trials)

skills tested
skill � " throwing

total score
    ( %� )

12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901
12345678901

123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012
123456789012

20 m

1

2

3

4

>

( Name & Form )
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• Frisbees

• Colour bands

• Cones

• Divide class into four teams.

  If teams are larger than 5 allocate each team member a number and sub players using the

  numbers.  In mixed teams alternate boy - girl - boy - girl before allocating numbers to ensure

  teams consist of both boys and girls.

• Place cones to form two fields.

• Play a round robin - 5 - 8 min games.

• Rules

• DRAW

  Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

    1 V 2   1 V 3   1 V 4

    3 V 4   2 V 4   2 V 3

• SCORING

p
ra

ctica
l sessio

n

  Score 3 points for a win, 2 points for a draw and 1 point for a loss.

< <

<

<

< <

20m

- Teams must pass the disc around completing four successful passes (disc must be caught on the

  full and must not be touched by opponents)  to score a point (normal rules apply in relation to disc

  and player movement and fouls).

- Players are not permitted to pass the disc back to the player they received it from. In mixed classes

  the disc must be passed to at least one boy and one girl.

- The disc is given to the opposing team once a point has been scored.

- All players must stay within the designated area. If the disc goes out or is caught out of the area

  the disc is given to opposing team.

TEAM
ROUND

 1 2 3 4

1

2

3

TOTAL

20m

20m
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DATE : ________________

AGE GROUP : ____________________  BOYS  /  GIRLS

TEAMS : ____________________  VERSUS ____________________

TEAM: ____________________________   TEAM: ____________________________

No.               NAME                    POINTS    TOT No.               NAME                  POINTS     TOT

     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9    10

    11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19   20

    21   21   23   24   25   26   27   28   29   30

SCORES :       SCORES :

     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9    10

    11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19   20

    21   21   23   24   25   26   27   28   29   30

TIME OUTS :       TIME OUTS :

       1        2        3                1        2        3                    1        2        3               1        2        3

          1 st HALF                     2 nd HALF                         1 st HALF                     2 nd HALF

sco
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